Class Piano II Placement Exam Requirements

Students wishing to test out of Class Piano I and into Class Piano II may do so either on Audition Day by contacting the Music office (303-615-1010), or during the first week of classes by contacting Jooeun Pak (jpak14@msudenver.edu). Students will be asked to play the following materials:

Repertoire
- Perform “March” by Louis Köhler.
- Fluency, accuracy, and musicality are key for a passing performance.
- It is not necessary to observe the repeats.

Harmonization/transposition
- Use full triads in LH to harmonize, not roots only.
- Triads may be in root position or closest inversion.
- Play as written, as well as transposing to A major.

Technique
- Major and minor 5-finger patterns beginning on any key.
- Major scales beginning on any white key.
- I – IV6/4 – I – V6/5 – I chord progressions beginning on any white key (major only).